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Abstract— Twitter is the most requested
microblog site with 336million active users. On
Twitter, users can instantly express ideas,
emotions and reactions with tweets. Data
coming from twitter is fast and effective
responsescanbeobtained,whichcanbeusedin
political, social and economic areas. It is
possible to analyze the characteristics, trends
and behaviors of the users by revealing their
interaction. In this study, a brief description of
methodology used to analyze the Twitter
account/Profile of an individual based on the
tweets tweeted by user along with sentiment
analysisofthesameispresented.Twitterprofile
analysis by parsing the tweets fetched from
Twitter using Python isdiscussed.
Keywords— Twitter, Profile Analysis, Python, Sentiment
Analysis, social media

I.

INTRODUCTION
During these last few decades, Twitter
rapidlybecametheleaderofmicrobloggingplatformson
the web. Each Twitter user can send messages of less
than one hundred and forty characters, called tweets, to
a list of volunteer contacts called followers. These users
can also receive a list of messages produced by a set of
individuals called followers. A huge amount of tweets
arepublishedandstoredeachsecondonthemainTwitter
database. The density of exchanges on the platform is
one of the major challenges when one wants to analyze
theprofilesandtheirtweets.Wefocusedonuser'sprofile
information changes and analyzeit.
This paper provides individuals a means of creating
a persona of an individual based on his Twitter profile.
Social media have received more attention nowadays.
Public and private opinion about a wide variety of
subjectsareexpressedandspreadcontinuallyviaseveral
social media. Individuals all over the world, including
celebrities and important personalities of all fieldsuse
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the microblogging social media platform Twitter. We
aimtoanalyzeusers,theirtweetstrategies,tweetcontent and
popularity of the tweets of their Twitter accounts with
sentiment analysis of their tweets .Sentiment Analysis
also known as Opinion Mining is a fieldwithin Natural
Language Processing (NLP) that builds systems that try
to identify and extract opinions within text[1]. Usually,
besides identifying the opinion, these systems extract
attributes of the expressione.g.:


Polarity: if the speaker express apositive or
negativeopinion,




Subject: the thing that is being talkedabout,
Opinion holder: the person, or entity that
expresses theopinion.
This analysis is required for three domains:
(1) Business:Inthemarketingfield,companiesuse it
to develop their strategies, to understandcustomers’
sentiments towards their products or brand, how
peoplerespondtotheircampaignsorproductlaunches
and why consumers don’t buy someproducts.
(2) Politics: In political field, it is used to keep
track of political view, to detect consistency and
inconsistency between statements and actions at the
government level. It can be used to predict election
result as well.
(3) Publicactions:Sentimentanalysisisalsoused
tomonitorandanalyzesocialphenomena,forspotting
social threatening situations and determining the
general mood of the blogosphere. This is done by
using the python Twitter API , called tweepy along
with other powerful and useful libraries ofPython.

Challenges in Sentiment analysis:
1. Context AndPolarity
One of the problems that arise from context is
changes in polarity[5]. Look at the following
responses to a survey:
Everything of it.
Absolutely nothing!
Imagine the responses above come from answers to
the question What did you like about the event? The
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first response would be positive and the second one
would be negative, right? Now, imagine the
responses come from answers to the question What
did you DISlike about the event? The negative in the
question will make sentiment analysis change
altogether.
A good deal of preprocessing or post processing will
be needed if we are to take into account at least part
of the context in which texts were produced.
However, how to preprocess or post process data in
order to capture the bits of context that will help
analyze sentiment is not straightforward.

Following are the key Steps done:
1. StreamingTweets
The Twitter streaming API is used todownload
twitter messages in real time. It is useful for obtaining a
highvolumeoftweets,orforcreatingalivefeedusinga site
stream or userstream.

2. Irony andSarcasm

3. AnalyzingTweets
We downloaded the tweets made by a specific
user,tweets based on specific hashtag(keyword based
search),tweets of a specific user,the likes and retweet
made on a particular tweets which is elaborated in next
section

Differences between literal and intended meaning
(i.e. irony) and sarcasm usually change positive
sentiment into negative whereas negative or neutral
sentiment might be changed to positive. However,
detecting irony or sarcasm takes a good deal of
analysis of the context in which the texts are
produced and, therefore, are really difficult to detect
automatically.
3. Emojis

There are two types of emojis according to [6].
Western emojis(e.g. :D) are encoded in only one
character or in a combination of a couple of them
whereasEastern emojis(e.g. ¯ \ _ ( ツ ) _ / ¯) are a
longer combination of characters of a vertical
nature.
Particularly in tweets, emojis play a role in the
sentiment of texts.

2. Cursor and Pagination
Cursor and Pagination is a technique for
breaking large record sets into smaller portions called
pages. This module will use the python libraries so as to
obtain the tweets in a proper readable manner.

4. VisualizingTweets
Matplotlib is a python library that visually graphs
Twitter trends based on a variety of factors, such as
number of tweets and followed total. It takes its
information from a sample subset of Twitter accounts.
The data can be complicated to work with, but it is a
unique way to visualize data on Twitter
5. SentimentalAnalysis
The process of computationally identifying
and categorizing opinions expressed in a piece of text,
especially in order to determine whether the writer's
attitude towards a particular topic, product, etc. is
positive, negative, or neutral.

4. DefiningNeutral

Defining what we mean by neutral is
another challenge to tackle in order to perform
accurate sentiment analysis. As in all classification
problems, defining our categories and, in this case,
the neutral tag is one of the most important parts of
the problem. What we mean by neutral, positive, or
negative does matter when we train sentiment
analysis models.
I.

OVERVIEW OF USER PROFILEANALYZER

In this paper we provide a wide array of
information about the tweets published on twitter by
multiple users and to analyze those tweets so as to
obtain meaningful information about that particular
topic.
The main information we obtain from this is
the
sentiment
value
of
a
particular
product/person/organization etc which can be used to
estimate the value of that resource in the community.

II.

EASE OFUSE

A. Selecting a socialplatform
First, we decided on a social platform to capture
data from. A number of platforms were taken into
consideration including Facebook, YouTube and
Twitter. The reason for choosing Twitter was that itis
a largely used platform by common people and big
personalities alike. Also, Twitter is accessible for
unregistered users as well which can be used to
monitor and analyze data unlike Facebook that uses
privacy settings for its profiles.[3]As a result, Twitter
datacanbealargedoorintotheinsightsofthegeneral
public, and how they receive a topic. That, combined
with the openness and the generous rate limiting of
Twitter’s API, can produce powerfulresults..
B. Selecting the programminglanguage
Python has an accurate interactive shell and has a
large collection of open source packages, simple
syntax and it takes much less time to write and debug
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bybeingsimpleandreadable.Thereareseveralhighly
optimized libraries related to learning Python
machines like Tweepy, Text Blob, Numpy, Pandas
andOpenCVthatyoucanuseinyourcodeevenifyou
know a minimum ofPython.
Prerequisites for Twitter data extraction:
In order to use Twitter’s API, we have to create a
developer account on the Twitter apps site.


Open ‘ https://apps.twitter.com/‘ and clickthe
button: ‘Create NewApp’
Fill the application details. You can leavethe
callback url field empty.
Once the app is created, you will beredirected
to the apppage.
Open the ‘Keys and Access Tokens’tab.
Copy ‘Consumer Key’, ‘ConsumerSecret’,
‘Access token’ and ‘Access TokenSecret’.






C. Librariesused


Tweepy: tweepy is the python client forthe
official TwitterAPI.
TextBlob: textblob is the python libraryfor
processing textualdata
Matplotlib :matplotlib is a Python 2Dplotting
library which produces publication quality
figures in a variety of hard copy formats and
interactive environments acrossplatforms.
Numpy: numpy is the core library for scientific
computing in Python. It provides a highperformance multidimensional array object,and
tools for working with thesearrays.
Pandas: pandas aims to be thefundamental
high-level building block for doing practical, real
world data analysis in Python.








.
III.

METHODOLOGY

Once the environment is set up and keys for
Twitter are obtained, the methodology used for
extracting tweets from Twitter and analyzing the
Profiles is given below:
We follow these 5 major steps:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Authorize Twitter APIClient
FetchTweets
Analyze Tweets
VisualizeTweets
SentimentAnalysis

Fig.3.0 Block diagram of the Twitter Profile
Analyzer

A. Authorize Twitter APIClient
In order create the API object, we must first
authenticateourselveswithourdeveloperinformation.
Tweepy supports oauth authentication.Authentication
is handled by the tweepy.AuthHandlerclass.
After creating an OAuthHandlerinstance,we pass our
consumer token and secret into it.
auth =
tweepy.OAuthHandler(consumer_token,
consumer_secret)
Ifyouhaveawebapplicationandareusingacallback
URLthatneedstobesupplieddynamicallyyouwould
pass it inas:
auth =
tweepy.OAuthHandler(consumer_token,
consumer_secret,callback_url)
Unlike basic auth, we must do the OAuth “dance”
before we can start using the API. We must complete
the following steps:
1. Get a request token fromtwitter
2. Redirect user to twitter.com to authorize our
application
3. If using a callback, twitter will redirect the
user to us. Otherwise the user mustmanually
supply us with the verifiercode.
4. Exchange the authorized request token foran
accesstoken.
If this is a desktop application (or any application not
using callbacks) we must query the user for the
“verifier code” that twitter will supply them afterthey
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Fig.3.1 Tweets obtained of our own timeline

The methodology used by us involves an application
that does not use callback and hence we usefollowing
way:
auth
=
OAuthHandler(CONSUMER_KEY,
CONSUMER_SECRET)
auth.set_access_token(ACCESS_TOKEN,
ACCESS_TOKEN_SECRET)
B. FetchTweets
InTweepy,aninstanceoftweepy.Streamestablishesa
streaming session and routes messages to
StreamListener instance. The on_data method of a
stream listener receives all messages and calls
functions according to the messagetype.
Therefore using the streaming api has three steps.




Create
a
class
inheriting
from
StreamListener
Using that class create a Streamobject
ConnecttotheTwitterAPIusingtheStream.

C. AnalyzeTweet
Anumberoffunctionsareappliedontheextracted
tweets so as to get information regarding them. The
basic thing done is to organize the tweets in a
dataframe using pandas and numpy library. The
following analysis was done:

1. Accessing your own timeline
Tobeginwith,wehaveaccessedourowntimelineand
fetchedalltweetsfromit.WedidthisbyusingtheAPI
object’s home_timeline() function. We then store the
result in a variable, and loop through it to print the
results. By accessing our own timeline tweets, we can
learn about the popularity of our own tweets and
understand what type of content resonates the best
among our audiences. It gives an insight about how
muchourtweethasgainedattentionbymeansoflikes
and retweets.
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Accessing tweets of a specific user

We do this by using the user_timeline()
function of API object. This is particularly
useful
to
make
a
detailedanalysisofthetweetsofaspecificusertofin
d out his/her popularity, their influence on the
community and their reach amongst various
parts
of
thecommunity.TheTwitterAPIprovidesinformat
ion about specific users based on searching
specific Twitter handles. This is important to
get
a
detailed
evaluationofauser.Forexample,sincesource,ie.th
e
deviceonwhichTwitterwasstarted,isincludedint
he tweets we accessed, we can find when the
user
when
willbesittingonapersonalcomputerorwhentheus
er
willbeusingTwitteronitshandhelddevices.Weals
o
getanunderstandingofwhenauserswitchedtoane
w phone or understand their pattern of life. .
Along with such information, we also find
his/her
impact
and
reachinthecommunity,whatistheresponsegivenb
y the audience of that user and what is of
interest to the user itself.
Fig.3.2 Tweets gathered from a specific user
‘@pycon’

3.

Accessing tweets using a set ofkeywords

This is done by creating a hash tag list
and passing the list as argument ‘track’ in the
filer() method of Stream class. Thus the Stream
class filters all tweets having the keywords or
hashtagsmentioned in the list given by user and
presents the results in a json file or on
theconsole.
Hash based search is growing more and
more
importanttodaysincehashtagshavegainedpopula
rity and are present in almost every tweet of
users all over the Twitter community.Hashtags
have been an important tool to organize and
sort tweets of various users. They are a great
way to indicate the content is relevant to a
certain topic we are interested to peek into.
These hashtagsare easily searchable and
become an extraordinary marketing tool for
marketing, businesses, celebrities, and even
theaverage
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information. Graphs are created from data tables. The
Pythonlibrarymatplotlibproducespublicationquality figures
in a variety of hard copy formats and interactive
environments acrossplatforms.

er

Fig.3.3 Tweets containing the keywords ‘Rahul
Gandhi’ , ‘Narendra Modi’ .

Fig.3.4 Tabulated tweets and information about
tweets of user @narendramodi

D. Visualizing tweets
Tweets now are visualized as graphs. By
organizing data, it is more easy to interpret what has
been observed. Making sense of data is called
interpretation. Since most of the data we collected
(such as number of likes and retweets) is quantitative,
data tables and charts are usually used to organize the
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The most popular, visualization for time series,
the line plot is used here. It is plotted by Series
and
plot
functionsofmatplotliblibrary.Thiscanbeusedtoget
a graph of number of likes and retweets for the
tweets of a particular user over a period oftime.
Following are the figures showing graphs of
likes and tweets in a Time Series graphs and
Layered Time Series Graphs:

Fig.3.5(a)GraphofLikes(Xaxis)vsTime(Yaxis)of tweets of a particular user
for a period oftime
(b) Graph of Retweets (X-axis) vs Time (Y axis)
of tweets of a particular user for a period oftime

Fig.3.6 Joint graph of Likes and retweets (Xaxis) vs Time (Y axis) of tweets of a particular
user for a period of time
E. SentimentAnalysis
Sentiment analysis of tweets of a particular user
is obtained by using polarity values and
classifying sentiments as
1. Positive:1
2. Negative:-1
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analyzing the sentiment associated with the tweets
helpsinclassifyingthemaccordingtothepolarity.We can
aggregate the Polarity information and find the
aggregate sentiment associated with any topic in
general.

1.
2.

3.

Fig.3.7 Sentiment analysis carried out for ten tweets
of our Prime Minister, Narendra Modi
IV.

CONCLUSION

Large amount of data is available through various
social media platform and analyze of this data is the
major challenge. Through this work we mainly
analyzed the data from twitter. By extracting tweets
related to specific user or keyword based tweet search
helps in identifying the specific tweets from the pool
of large tweets. Also by analyzing the number of
retweets and like we can identify the popularity of the
subject in market related to various fields. Also by
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